This article presents a process for the reengineering of computer-based control systems, and describes tools that automate portions of the process. The intermediate representation IR for capturing features of computer-based systems during reverse engineering is presented. A novel feature of the IR is that it incorporates the control system software architecture, a view that enables information to be captured at ve levels of granularity: the program level, the task level, the package level, the subprogram level, and the statement level. A reverse engineering toolset that constructs the IR from Ada programs, displays the IR, and computes concurrency, communication and object-orientedness metrics is presented. Also described is the design of hypermedia techniques that enhance the usability of the reverse engineering tools.
Introduction
A computer-based system has many c haracteristics, including performance, timeliness, availability, dependability, safety and security. F urthermore, such a system typically performs many related functions concurrently, i n teracts with the environment and many h uman operators and or clients simultaneously, consists of many i n terconnected processing elements, contains many millions of lines of code, takes years to develop from rst concept formulation to nal deployment, and has development costs of tens, or even hundreds of millions of dollars. Computer-based systems generally address nontransient requirements that simply cannot be addressed with simpler solutions. Thus they tend to be characterized by long life cycles, often spanning decades.
During such extended life cycles, change is inevitable in many dimensions, such as operational environment, system requirements, and technology base. Because of the time and cost of development of computer-based systems, and because of the infrastructure which includes highly trained personnel, hardware and support tools, documentation, test procedures, and many other components needed for their development and continued support once deployed, there is enormous nancial pressure to meet the need for change through evolution rather than revolution.
This need has spawned the discipline of reengineering, the systematic application of methodology and tools for managing the evolutionary transformation of existing computer-based systems to encompass new or altered requirements and to transport such systems into new environments and onto new technology bases. This paper describes a reengineering process that is appropriate for computer-based control systems, such as the U.S. Navy's AEGIS system 23, 1 9 . Section 2 describes a systems reengineering process which has been developed for transitioning Navy systems to meet the challenges of exploiting the technology of the present and of the future. Section 3 discusses a reverse engi-neering process that produces an intermediate representation IR and metrics that characterize a legacy system. Section 4 presents tools that implement the reverse engineering process. The design of hypermedia-based techniques for navigating the IR are described in Section 5.
Computer-Based Systems Reengineering
This section describes a process for reengineering which has evolved in conjunction with e orts to reengineer portions of the AEGIS Weapon system 19, 2 3 . The diagram shown in Figure 1 indicates the major inputs 1 and outputs of the reengineering process, which consist of the following items:
Legacy system|the system to be reengineered consisting of hardware, human and software elements and all of its artifacts.
IR1|an abstract representation of the legacy system, in machine-processable form.
Legacy system metrics|concise characterizations of important aspects of the legacy system.
Reengineering decision|the answer to the question Which components from the legacy system should be reengineered?".
New requirements and objectives|a description of the constraints and desirable properties that the reengineered system is to have.
IR2|an abstract representation of the new system, in machine-processable form.
New system metrics|concise characterizations of important aspects of the new system. New con guration|a description of the interactions of the hardware, operating system, application software and human elements of the new system. Figure 1 , the rst step of the reengineering process is reverse engineering, i.e., the capture of important features of the legacy system's hardware, software, and human elements. The reverse engineering process produces several outputs: IR1, legacy system metrics, and the reengineering decision. Given IR1, the legacy system metrics, and the new requirements and objectives, the task of software transformation manipulates IR1 until it satis es the new goals and constraints. The transformation task is guided by the metrics for the legacy system. Transformation produces IR2 and metrics for the new software. Transformation is succeeded by con guration, which marries hardware, operating system, transformed software, and human elements. Software components are optimized for the execution paradigm provided by the hardware-operating system platform. The optimized software components are partitioned into tightly coupled clusters, which are assigned 24, 25, 36 o n to the hardware platform in a way that 1 satis es the new system requirements and 2 considers the new system objectives.
As indicated in
The output of the con guration process is a description of the partitioning, a speci cation of how partitions are assigned to processors, and a collection of metrics characterizing the new con guration. Following reengineering, an assessment of the reengineered product is made by comparing its metrics against the metrics for the pre-reengineered system.
The Reverse Engineering Process
The goal of reverse engineering is to enable systems engineers and automated tools to understand the important features of a legacy system's hardware, software, operating system, requirements, documentation and human elements. An appropriate approach for the reverse engineering of complex control systems is indicated in Figure 2 . The rst step process 1.1 is to make a decision about whether the legacy software should be translated. 2 The decision is based on metrics and on managerial and strategic factors 21 . If the decision is no", then the reengineering process terminates. Otherwise, the legacy software is translated and incorporated into IR1.
Additionally, the important aspects of the hardware, operating system O.S., human elements, documentation and requirements are captured in IR1. The translated code is parsed, and the symbol tasks, packages, and procedures in a call-rendezvous graph CRG. The system characterization contained in the GDG, CFG and CRG is too large and too complex for human comprehensibility, o r e v en for e cient machine processing. Thus, the metrics computation phase process 1.7 summarizes essential system properties in a concise form. 
Intermediate Representation
Large embedded software systems have a l a yered tiered structure that we h a ve termed the control system software a r chitecture CSSA. Tier 1 of the CSSA consists of a set of executable programs, possibly implemented in di erent languages. At tier 2 are tasks independent threads of control, which m a y share resources, and are permitted to run concurrently. Tier 3 is composed of modules with multiple entry points, ADTs, and objects. The elements of tier 3 are implemented in terms of subprograms|the tier 4 elements. Subprograms are implemented as a collection of statements instructions tier 5 elements. This section describes tools for extracting the IR at tiers 2, 3, 4 and 5. Since IR1 and IR2 represent the same software system at di erent phases of the reengineering process, their structure is identical; thus, the term IR is used in the remainder of this paper to represent both IR1 and IR2.
The Task, Package Class and Subprogram Tiers
At tier 2 are tasks independent threads of control, which m a y share resources, and are permitted to run concurrently. The task tier is represented in IR by the task rendezvous graph, a directed graph, TR G= V;E, wherein a vertex v 2 V denotes a task object, fv, and an edge x; y 2 E indicates that the code of task object fx initiates a rendezvous with an entry provided by task object fy.
Tier 3 is composed of modules with multiple entry points as in CMS-2, ADT packages and generic instances as in Ada, Modula, and Clu and instances of object classes and templates as in C++, Smalltalk and Ei el. Tier 3 is modeled by a directed graph, CGRAPH P = V;E, where: a vertex v 2 V denotes a module instance, fv, and an edge x; y 2 E indicates that the code of instance fx calls some subprograms provided by instance fy.
The elements of tier 3 are implemented in terms of subprograms or methods|the tier 4 elements. At the granularity of the subprogram, a directed graph, CGRAPH S = V;E, is used to represent the call relationships by letting each v ertex m 2 V denote a subprogram fm, and each edge m; n 2 E indicate that the code of subprogram fm calls subprogram fn.
It is possible for a subprogram to initiate a rendezvous with tasks or to call subprograms exported by packages, in addition to calling other subprograms. Likewise, in addition to rendezvousing with other tasks, tasks may call subprograms. Similarly, packages may contain calls to subprograms and rendezvouses with task entries. Thus, the IR contains the call-rendezvous graph CRG, which combines the nodes and vertices of TR G , CGRAPH P , and CGRAPH S , and inserts directed edges representing calls from tasks to subprograms and packages, and indicating rendezvous initiations from subprograms and packages to tasks. A sample CRGis given in Figure 3 .
Construction of the IR at tiers 2, 3 and 4 is performed by the toolset as follows. Since the use relation among program units tasks, packages, and subprograms is explicitly indicated in the source code, call graphs are constructed during program parsing. During parsing, information is collected by action routines inserted within the parser production rules. From this information, a symbol table is built for each program unit; the table contains, besides other relevant information, the call list for that unit. The complete application CG is a union of all the individual units' call lists. Due to language constructs and keywords that appear in the source code, the task rendezvous graph is also constructed during program parsing. Given the call graph and the task rendezvous graph, the call rendezvous graph is constructed as a union of the previous two.
The Statement Instruction Tier
At tier 5, several important features are captured in the IR. In particular, the control ow For example, an Ada procedure is listed in Figure 4 , and the corresponding GDG is shown in GDGs are constructed by de ning, for each subprogram, a Statement Table. F or example, the statement table for procedure Concatenate of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 6 . Note that the statement relation on the same node, by forcing all those nodes to depend on the region node, and letting the region node depend on the single node.
3. Address is a line number in the source code.
ADT Instances
Used is the set of ADT instances directly used by the statement. 
The Metrics Tool
As indicated in Figure 7 
Graphical User Interface to Reverse Engineering Tools
To assist with understanding of legacy systems, an X-window graphical user interface GUI has been produced as part of the toolset. Figure 8 illustrates some of the GUI windows. The main" window of the GUI allows selective viewing of call graphs, task rendezvous graphs, callrendezvous graphs, source code, data dependence graphs, control dependence graphs, control ow graphs and metrics. The graph window shown in the gure is a call-rendezvous graph CRG. The metrics selection window is also shown, as well as the window for the information hiding metric.
Navigating Intermediate Representations via Hypermedia
A prerequisite for successful reengineering is an understanding of the software system across di erent levels of abstraction. The information contained in the intermediate representation IR produced by the tools helps to obtain such an understanding, but it is helpful to the human reengineer only after the rudiments of the software have been comprehended. The reason for this is that features of entities on a particular tier are represented in separate graphs. A similar observation holds for information captured on di erent tiers. To address this situation, we h a ve designed a hypermedia-based processor for the reverse engineering tools; it retains the contextual and pragmatic relationships among the di erent pieces of information in the intermediate representation.
When trying to understand a program, it is often necessary to switch b e t ween di erent levels of abstraction. One might, for example, start at a high level, looking at the main components of the program, and the way they are integrated. In order to understand the role of one of the components more clearly, a more detailed look at it is necessary, without losing the information Figure 8 : The graphical user interface GUI. displayed previously. Such techniques are referred to as`zooming'. For example, an engineer may begin with a view of the directed call graph at the package class level. A package or class can be inspected more closely by opening another window displaying its contents. In order to keep track of the hierarchical relationships between windows, it is useful to draw thin lines between the detailed and the abstract views of the package, as shown in Figure 9 . Folding editors or outline modes make uses of these techniques, and can be adapted for reverse engineering with moderate e ort. Related work has also been performed within other projects. In 3 , an approach is presented for capturing abstractions inherent in software systems and for transforming those abstractions into an object-oriented paradigm; the focus was not on concurrency, but large-scale systems were considered. The consideration of concurrency is proposed in 13 , by considering the translation of operating system calls into Ada constructs. Techniques and tools have been developed
for source-to-source translation of program code 18, 1 ; these tools are pragmatic, allowing a reengineered system to become operational quickly, but they do not attempt signi cant transformation. Additionally, several techniques and tools have been developed to perform basic dependence analysis, including the Xinotech program composer 34 , a tool and language independent IR developed by MITRE 17 , and Re ne 15 , which performs reverse engineering of code written in Fortran, Cobol, C and Ada. However, none of these tools attempts to perform the analysis required for enhancement of concurrency and object-orientedness, or for partitioning and mapping. Other techniques and tools for dependence analysis are presented in 6, 16, 4 . A hierarchical approach to reverse engineering was taken in 9 , but the levels of the hierarchy w ere not based on granularity, as in our model, but consisted of implementation, structure, function and domain levels.
Conclusions
This paper describes a comprehensive process for the reengineering of computer-based systems.
It considers the entire system, not just software. The robustness of the process is seen by noting that it encompasses all major phases necessary for deploying a reengineered legacy system, not just the phases of reverse engineering and translation of software. A major strength of the process is that it has been applied to components of the AEGIS Weapon System. Furthermore, a reengineering analysis toolset for constructing the IR of software architectures is presented.
Building on the IR, the paper presents a metrics-based approach to reverse engineering.
Ongoing work includes the application of the reengineering process to increasingly complex portions of the AEGIS Weapon System, application of the process to other computer-based systems, and automation of the transformation and con guration phases of the reengineering process.
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